Natali Kruger also known as Baby Kruger presents
‘‘ INTERO ’’ SURROUND SOUND LIVE PERFORMANCE

WHO KNOWS

WHAT’S ON

RELEASES

Natali Garcia (formerly Baby Kruger) is
a french sound artist based in Brussel,
Belgium.

‘INTERO’, inspired of the upcoming
album ‘83% INVISIBLE’, takes form as
an artistic creation project, it draws on
various researches in sound therapy, and
relationships between sound and body
sensory information.
Using an immersive 3D sound experience
combined with specific sounds, the music
can alter the consciousness of corporeality
as substance, unifying inner and
proprioceptive qualities. This immersion
leads to a consciousness of totality,
beyond our body limits, a supernatural
art. The performance ‘INTERO’ conveys
to the idea that there’s no distinction
between human and nature, in fact Human
IS Nature; ‘INTERO’ evokes ideas related
to our future and lays bridges between art,
nature and prospective sciences.

2019 - UPCOMING ALBUM

Sound
design,
radio
documentary
(in binaural 3D sound) and electronic
composition, she’s dedicating her recent
work to a precise and technical sound
research project, focused on studying
altered states of consciousness, especially
those that can lead to trance, and their
therapeutic and creative values.

moicflo.people

By means of the sound spatialization,
snakes move and whistle on the walls,
tigers run to the four corners of the room,
it rains, we are caught in an earthquake...
The artist don’t use these elements as
minor events or to lead the narration, but
they are strongly integrate as core musical
elements.
The performance takes place in complete
darkness in order to facilitate the
immersion, which will be experienced as
unusual : a disruption of perceptions ; as
a wild life processes, not only primitive,
psychological but also technological
because of the efficient sound design.
Senses are fooled and tricked... thereby
technology becomes as nature, a liberating
environment instead of a binding one.

83% INVISIBLE
‘83% INVISIBLE’ 12 inches 180g deluxe LP
& binaural 3D digital release
Les Anges noirs de l’Utopie - Belgium

Natali Kruger and her releases have left
a mark on the territory of quality IDM,
electronica and techno artists that still live
on.
First album, ‘Selkie’, 2012
on Schematic Records (founded by artists
from Warp label ‘Phoenecia’)
Second opus ‘SIIS’, in 2015
on the german label Doumen Records.
LES CONNEXIONS OUBLIÉES, 2018
Radio broadcast, Immersive experiences,
Surround and 3D binaural.
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